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TwoNav Aventura

The best navigation assistance in any kind of situation

It doesn’t matter if you are hiking, biking, driving in the city or off-road... Aventura has all you need to 
find your way in any kind of environment. 

More than a GPS

Barcelona, June 1st 2009. The Spanish company CompeGPS Team launches on the market 
TwoNav Aventura, the new navigator for all the Outdoor World’s fans and professionals. The 
proprieties inserted in this new GPS represent a clearly evolution in the European navigators 
sector. TwoNav Aventura improves the quality of the Outdoor sports practice, thanks to its shock 
resistance, a capacity of facing all climatic conditions, a compatibility with numerous maps from 
all around the World even if it is from other brands, and an extraordinary autonomy of its battery 
combined with the possibility of adding AA piles to go even further. 
Through its concept “Aventura without limit”, the brand wishes to give his clients the opportunity 
to go wherever they want, converting the GPS into a really helpful device, clearing out the pos-
sible usual limitations. With TwoNav Aventura, it is now possible to enjoy every Outdoor activities 
from the beginning to the end though all its functions: from a quiet preparation of your trip at 
home, the On-road navigation to the spot, the following of the whole adventure and the posterior 
study of your activity with a bunch of useful data and graphics.
According to Pascal Darré, CompeGPS Marketing Manager, “the TwoNav Aventura launch was 
received with great expectation in the Outdoor world, as it comes from the latent market need to 
create a GPS that gives more tools to professional and Outdoor sports amateurs.” 

The new navigator includes revolutionary charac-
teristics for this sector: An incredible autonomy of 

more than 20 hours, the possibility to navigate inside 
the city and in the mountains though the concept of 
“Dual” navigation and a compatibility with almost all 

the formats and brands.

Enjoy the best tools working over any kind of map 
with unprecedented fluidity and efficiency.

High quality components for a high-end device 
conceived to follow you during all your outdoor 
experiences. Don’t worry about rain, dust, sun or 
falls, you can always count on all TwoNav tools to 
help you achieving your goals.
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Design
130 x 75 x 30 mm
215 g (battery included)
Rainproof
8 hardware buttons + 1 joystick
Transflective (viewable under direct sunlight)
3,5” high definition color
SD HC card support (up to 32 GB)

Included in the box
Topographic maps: From 1 to 5 tiles depending of the country
Urban map of your country (if available)
USB PC cable
12 V cigar power plug
Bike mount (Herbert Richter®) included 
Car bracket

A special 50% discount for CompeGPS full version
4 GB SD Card

Instruments
SirfIII Chipset GPS
Serial connector
Audio Jack socket 3,5 mm
External GPS antenna connector MCX 
Mini USB 2.0 Connector
Li-Ion 3.000 mA/h or 3 AA battery accessory 
(15-20 hours)
Electronic compass + Barometer
Thermometer
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